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The market has closed up for the
eighth time in 10 sessions, with
the S&P/ASX200 index coming
close to breaking the 7,000 mark.
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Outlook not looking super
DAVID ROGERS
SUPER funds have enjoyed
their best year since 2013 but
analysts have urged investors
to temper any expectation of a
repeat of double-digit returns
for the year ahead.
The median super fund balanced option returned a bumper 13.8 per cent over calendar
2019 – the best gains in five
years – according to numbers
released yesterday by research

More double-digit superannuation returns unlikely
house SuperRatings. The performance, driven by large
gains in Australian and international shares, means returns
on a balanced fund have averaged 7.7 per cent over the past
decade.
The update on the health of
the nation’s retirement nest
eggs came as Australia’s ASX
200 yesterday closed just shy

of 7000 points for the first
time, at 6994.8 points. It has
gained about 4.5 per cent since
the start of the year in its best
opening run since 1987.
The ASX 200 added 18.4 per
cent in 2019 in its best annual
performance for a decade.
Low interest rates and optimism that the US and China
will resolve their trade differ-

ences is sending stock markets
across the globe higher.
Despite these trends boosting equities, SuperRatings
executive director Kirby Rappell said super funds would be
unlikely to beat their 2019 performance as consumers remain cautious and company
profits come under pressure.
“We’re anticipating a solid

year for super in 2020, but the
key challenge for funds will be
the low return environment,”
Mr Rappell said. “Company
earnings growth is slowing,
and Australian consumers are
under pressure, so fundamentally it will be more challenging than 2019,” he said.
“That doesn’t mean it will
be a bad year, but super mem-

Targeting military
training systems

THE AUSTRALIAN

Buy now,
pay later
has risks

LOUISE BRANNELLY
STEEN Bisgaard spent a
decade in the military so
knows first hand how good
training can potentially save
lives.
His real-life experience
serving with the Royal Australian Armoured Corps in
the Australian Army convinced him he had a good
business idea.
So a year ago he switched
careers and became an entrepreneur. Now his start-up
GaardTech, which produces
two-dimensional and threedimensional tanks and other
targets, is popping up on the
radar of defence equipment
buyers around the world.
“We expect to see rapid
growth for our Brisbane office as sales and contracts
emerge,” Mr Bisgaard said.
He said the current threeman operation could ramp
up its workforce to 10 or 15 by
the end of the year.
“And eventually we may
need to open offices in London, Middle East and America,” he said.
GaardTech pitches itself
as the first company globally
to invent a full-size, steel, robotic military training system, which can be flat
packed, is cost-effective and
able to replicate any emerging threat to a high visual
and thermal accuracy.
“It’s teaching people what
they are likely to see when
they are sent out to do their
job,” Mr Bisgaard said.
The Kedron-based company has already had five orders from the Australian

bers should not expect to bank
another 13 per cent.”
Even with the steep losses
recorded through the Global
Financial Crisis, over a 15-year
period the median balanced
super option, with a starting
balance of $100,000, would
have grown to an estimated
$259,340 by the end of 2019,
SuperRatings calculates.
This represents a return of
159.3 per cent.

GERARD COCKBURN

Defence Force and is fielding
strong interest from other allied military forces. Ten flatpacked robotic tanks fit into
one shipping container,
boosting the product’s export potential.
The state government
also got behind the start-up,
kicking in $100,000 from
Advance Queensland’s Ignite Ideas Fund.
Innovation Minister Kate
Jones said the funding would
help GaardTech commercialise its unique product.
“This is about creating
new jobs in Queensland,” she
said.
“Defence is a rapidly
growing global industry.”
All the metal fabrication
and steel laser cutting for the
targets is done by two firms
in Brisbane.
“Over the past year we
have outsourced the equivalent of 2000 hours of work to
them so there is a flow-on effect to other businesses,” Mr
Bisgaard said.
Learn more about jobs of
the future at QODE,
Queensland’s largest innovation and technology gathering for entrepreneurs,
investors, business executives, start-ups and government, held at the Brisbane
Convention and Exhibition
Centre from March 24-25.

GROWING: Josh Gluhak, Steen Bisgaard and Josh Bailey of GaardTech. Picture: John Gass

THE growth in buy now, pay
later platforms represents a
new risk to financial stability
and providers have taken advantage of “gaps” in consumer
lending laws, the Reserve Bank
has warned.
An internal memo drafted
by the RBA also notes buy
now, pay later schemes are
“yet to be tested in a downturn” and are vulnerable to rising unemployment.
The comments were made
in an internal RBA memo prepared in March last year but
released under Freedom of Information laws yesterday.
The public release of the
memo comes amid fast growth
in buy now, pay later providers
including Afterpay Touch, Zip
Co and Latitude Pay. Major
banks and credit card providers are also examining their
own buy now, pay later
schemes.
In October last year the
RBA said it would investigate
whether retailers should be
able to charge a customer for
using such services.
In its internal memo, in a
section which begins with a
reference to “risks to financial
stability”, the RBA said it is
“not convinced all consumers
understand the risks” of using
buy now, pay later products.
The memo noted the
schemes are yet to be tested
through the economic cycle
and might be “vulnerable to
rises in unemployment” and
“falls in consumer spending”.
Afterpay shares fell 1.2 per cent
to $32.80 yesterday while Zip
Co lost 1.65 per cent to $3.57.
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